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Reproduction of the sound recorded on sound-film is usually accomplished by means of a
narrow beam of light thrown upon the' film in a direction perpendicular to that in 'which
the sound track is moving. The fluctuations in the light flux passed through are converted
into sound. With this method a noise results which is caused by the fact that part of the
light passed through is intercepted by specks of au~t, scratches, etc. on the sound track,
especially when the film has already been used several times. This articles describes a

. method of counteracting this noise in caseswhere the sound is recorded as so-called ampli-
tude writing, The beam of light is replaced by 'a series of equidistant light spots moving
with great velocity perpendicular to the sound track. In-addition to the theoretical f';:nda-
mentals of the method, a practical form of application is also discussed.

The ordinary method of reproduetion

The reproduetion of sound recorded on sound
film il;! usually reproduced in the followingmanner.
Á narrow heam of light is thrown on the film
perpendicular to its direction of motion. Confining
ourselves to the case where the sound is' recorded

, .
as so-called amplitude-writing, such as for example
-With'the Phj lîps-Mi ll er film 1), the quantity of
'ligHt passing through the fihn depends upon the
width of the sound track (and of courseof the heam).
Th~ light passes through to a photocell and is con-
verted into an electric current which may be
considered as a direct current upon which an
alternating current is superposed. The magnitude
of this direct current depends upon the width of
the so-called zero track, i.e. the track which is
made when no sound vibrations are heing recorded.
The zero track, is unavoidahle, since otherwis~
modulation would be impossible. It is easy to
understand that its width mu~t he equal at least

. to' once or twice the maximum modulation ampli-
tude, according as the moduiation takes place on
one side or on hoth sides of the track.
The alternating current depends upon the modul-

ation of the track and thus on the sound vibrations. ,

recorded; and if the light heam 'Yereinfinitesimally
narrow the trend of this current would he an exact
c~p:yof the sound vibrations. Actually, the b~am

1) For a description.of the Philips Miller system, see Philips
Techn. ,Rev. 1, 107, 135, 211, 1936. '

has a finite width LI, but even so the relatión
between the sound vibrations recorded,' and the
corresponding vibrations of the light, flux can
easily he determinedvLet us assume that the sound
track is modulated by one harmonic 'vibration.
Such a vibration is represented in fig. 1. When

Fig.!. Diagram of the usual method of scanning: The film with
the modulated sound track travels past this lîeam S. The
variations in the light flux passed through are registered by
a photocell. In the diagram the track is modulated on both
sides by a purely sinusoidal vibration. d width of the unmodu-
.Iàtedtrack, q amplitude of the vibration with which the track
is modulated, y depth of modulation at the point with the
abscis x, Lt width of the slit. .

, '

this vibration corresponds to a tone of 'Voscillations
per second, and when the velocity,at whichthe film'
is 'travelling is v cm/sec, there' are 'V/v ,'Vibrations
p~r cm of film and the vibration can be represented
by the equation y = q co~ 2n' 'V/v" x, where y
is thè depth of modulation and' x the length of
film passed, measured from an arbitrary zero point,
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The amount of light passed through is then pro-
portional to,
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d representing the width of the zero track. From
the result it is immediately clear that a DC and an
AC component are present, while it is also clear
that the amplitude ,of the AC component is multi-
plied hy a fact~rwhich depends upon the frequency P.

This factor', "
: '11
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ti

'11
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ti

is equal to unity when P = 0, and then decreases.
In order that the highest frequencies to be repro-
duced should not be attenuated by more than,
about 3.5 db compared with the lowest (such a~
attenuation is still per~ssible) ~t is necessary that

''JImax
:n: " -- • A < 1.5.

ti

With Pmax = 8000 aIl:d ti = 32 cm/sec this results
in A < q.002 cm. The' light-beam may therefore
not be wider than 20 !L.2):

When there are specks of dust or dirt on the sound
track or when it has been scratched, as is partien-
Iarly. the c~se wi~h 'much used sound films, these
tiny specks and scratches, irregularly distributed
over the surface of the film, cause a noise. They
cannot, 'however, be observed Individually, as is
the case with larger particles- (> 80 !L), which
cause an annoying ':t~cking or bubbling sound. It
would mean 'il considerable improvement in repro-
duetion if this noise could he avoided.

For some time àlready a system has been in
use which dimfuishes this noise, It is based on the
following principl~. The noise is most annoying'
during the soft passages, i.e. when the depth of
modulation is slight. In 'soUnd recording it is now
arranged, -hy 'means of. suitable connections, that
during these passages the zero track becomes nar-
rower, thus reducing' .the area upon which ihe
troublesome speêks or scratches may occur and
thereby also the noise. During the louder passages

!.I) Cf. J. F. Schou ren, Synthetic Sound, Philips Techn.
Rev. 4, 167, 1939,

the zero track again becomes wider, and-thus also
the noise becomes louder, but this is less trouble-
some h'ere because for the' greater part it is drowned
out by the music or speech.

This method, therefore, does not eliminate the
noise, but only reduces it during the soft passages.

Principle of high-frequency scanning

We have seen that in 'lhe scanning method
described above ih'c' noise is caused hy contamin-
ations on the traneparent part of the film between

, the two edges of the sound track. This phenomenon
therefore also ocb~rs when the edges of the track,
.which actually represent the sound, are ideal. With
the method of high-frequency scanning,
abo~t to he discussed, only the edges of the track are
scanned; the inflU:ence ofthe part between the edges
is eliminated and thus also the noise, in so far as
it is' caused by specks on the transparent part of
the film. Of course, the noise resulting from imper-
fections in the edges of the sound track, to which
we shall return 'later, still remains, just as with
the method' of z~ro track adaptation discussed
above.

With this method of scanning. instead of a narrow
slit of light, we háve a series of light spots moving
at a very high velocity and at regular intervals
perpendicularly 'aöross the film. Since the sound
track is also moving, the light spots' actually move
in an oblique direction across the film. Here,' too,
the light pássing :through falls on a .photoelectric
cell, which gives a current impulse during the time
that the light spot' is moving between the edges'
óf the track. 'l'he image of this impulse is approx-
imately rectangular, The intensity of the impulse
is determined hy the intensity of the beam of light
employed. Thê duration of the impulse depends
upon the width of the track at the point where
the Iight spot' ~ros"es it. Thus in fig. 2 4B in the
lower half corresponds . to ab in the upper half,
the same being true of CD and cd, etc. It is essential
to note that' the beginning and end points oJ'the blocks
are fixed hy the edges of the sound track. (for the
sake of clearness the ohliqueness of the paths of
the light spot across the film is exaggerated.)
Contaminations " on the film, are manifested by
variations in the beam öf light passed through and
consequently the image of the 'current impulses
is not actually ás shown in fig. 2b, but as infig. 3;
between A and D the current is not constant,
vari~tiom; occurring of an accidental nature. The
great advantage' achieved lies, however, in the fact
that the disturbances are separated from the phe-
nomenon to bè reproduced, the forme~ affecting
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signal must first be investigated, This involves
complieated calculations which will be further dealt
with on another occasion. Suffice it here to go
into a few qualitative considerations. Let us first
examine the unmodulated signal. lt consists of
congruent blocks having a frequency fl. (the scan-
ning frequency). If a Fourier analysis is made of
this signal, -rihrations' with the frequencies fl., 2fl.,
3fl., etc. are obtained. Ifwe now modulate the block
signal with a frequencyv, secondary frequencies then
appear in the spectrum: fl. ± '11; fl. ± 2'11; ••• 2fl. ± '11;
2fl. ± 2'11; ••• 3fl. ±,v; etc. It ia.however, quite obvious
that also the frequency '11 itself will occur. Let us
again consider fig. 2. The blocks corresponding
to the wide parts of the track are wide and conse-
quently the wide parts give rise to relatively long

Fig. 2. Di~gram of the high-fre~uency method ~f scannil?'g. ' current impulses with short interruptions, In the
A series of equidistant spots of Iight travel at a high velocity .case of the narrow parts of the track it is just •across the film. Owing to the fact thatthe film is also travel-
]fug' at the same time, the light spots de~crihepa~hs w:hich are the reverse. If we -now pass this signal through a
oblique with respect to the film and which are grven ill fig. a., .suitable filter, i:e: a low-pass filter, with limitingThe slope of these paths is very much exaggerated for the sake
of clearness. As long as a light spot is inside the 'edges of the frequency coinciding with the highest frequency
track, a current flows in the photocell. The form of the signal that has to be passed through, the resultis that the ,~.Ieaving the photocell is shown in fig. b. The block AB corres-
ponds to the path ab~etc.,' , signal, roughly speaking, is replaced by a progressive

average ,over a certain time interval appro::amately
Therefore the disturbances can easily be eliminated of the order of 1/4 of the time of vibration of the
by sending the whole signal through a limiter limiting frequency. Thus in each case a number of
which only passes signals up to a certain amplitude. successive 'blocks is' averaged and the .result is a
In .this way the disturbances are, as it were, cut ~ignal which is strong when the blocks are wide
off. For the current' variation shown in fig. 3 a and weak when they are narrow, thus an alternating
limit~ii~n to the level EF would be sufficient to current with a frequency '11 corresponding to the'
bring about this elimination. If the signal is after- . frequency of the vibration originally registered.

, wards so amplified that the amplitude is increased " For reproduetion it is essential that the frequency
in the ratio BA/EA, a signal is obtained which v should occur but that 2'11, 3'11 etc. should be absent.
is absolutely identical with what would have been That this is indeed the case is proved by calculation, .
'obtained if the sound track had been everywhere though it is not easy to imagine. It' is obvious,
uniformly transparent. however, that this is of importance, for, as a rule,
'We must now consider the question as to how. with '11also 2'11 and possibly 3'11 etc.lie. in-the audible

we can derive the original sound frequencies from , range: "
the block-signal. The frequency spectrum of this We can now also make it clear that thescanning

frequency IJ. must be much greater than the highest
frequency '11 to be reproduced, because' in ~ddition
to fl. owing tothe modulation also the tones fl. - '11,
fl. _ 2'11, 'etc. occur. These tones become weaker as
we get farther away from the frequency fl..

Calculation shows that the frequency fl. - 5,'11 is
already 60 db weaker than the frequency '11. The
frequency fl. -.4v would still he strong euough to
be disturbing. If we are to e1.iminate this by means
of a filter, then it must fall outside the audible
range, and this means that:

the height of the blocks, while the latter only
affects th~ bcginning and end points o! the blocks.

'a
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Fig. 3. Image of a current, impulse from the photocell. 'The
intensity variations are due to contaminations on the film
IDthe path of the scanning light spot. The essence ofthe me-
thod lies in the fact that the influence of the contaminations
Cll!! be eliminated by passing the signal through a ~ter •.
Limitation to the level EF would -in this case be sufficient.
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fl.-4~max > vmax, or fl. > 5'11max,

where Vmax represents the highest frequency of
the audible region which is to' be reproduce d.

99
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Taking Vmax = 80.0.0.cjsec, it .followsthat (1. = 40.0.0.0.
cjsec.

Limitations of the effect of the method

It must be pointed out that not all disturbances
can be eliminated in the manner described. Two
cases must be examined separately.
, In the first place a contamination may be so
large and consequently intercept so much light as
to cause t~e photocurrent to fall below the value
that passes through the limiter. The result is a
"dent" in, the corresponding block which again
causes a disturbance. This is especially the case
. when the light is entirely cut off by-the contamin-
ation, in which event one light spot produces two
current impulses (blocks). However, by giving the
light spot an oblong shape it-Is possible to ensure
·that this case seld~m occurs. Already in the beginn-
ing of this article' it was observed that the width
of the light beam in the ordinary method of scanning ,
may not be more than 20. (1., because otherwise
the high tones would be weakened. This applies
also for the width of ~hë light spots, but not for
their height. (By width we mean here ;t~e dimension
perpendicular to the motion of the light spots and
by heigh; the dimensiou-parallel to that motion.)
An increase in the height for instance to 10.0. (1.
has by first approximation the same effect on the
fluctuations of the transmitted light flux as. if the
zero track had been taken lOO. - '20.- 'So.'(1. wider,
and the height left the same, This can easily be
explained. Owing to the finite height of the light
spots the photocurrent impulses do not have the
form of rectangles (apart from the disturbances
due to' contaminations}, bilt of equilateral trapezia ..
During the time that the light spot is moving over
the' edge ~:fthe track, the intensity ~creases from
- zero to the' m"axi~um -value and decreases again
from the maximum to zero. Infi!!,. 4 two cases are
depicted for different' heights of the light spots.
It is assumeiLthat they begin to pass over the track
'at 'the same moment, The photocurrent impulses
then begin at the sa'iáe' moment for both; at the
point À. W~ further' assume, of course, that the
two light spots move at the saine velocityvso that
the light irl.tensity increases in the same way arid
·the' trend of the photocurrent will be the same in
both cases, for instance along AB. A, difference
· occurs only when the lowèst light spot is completely,
.over the track, let' us say at B. From that moment
the êorrèspónding photocurrentj except for disturb-
ances) remains constant: For a short while, however,
the' current' cörresponding to the highest spot
continues .to: incr""easeat the :same: rate, until this

spot is ,also entirely-over the track, let us say at B',
from which moment :the second current, too, is
(practically]: constant.
, .{\S .soon as the upper edge of one of the spots

has reached the other side of the track, the corre-
sponding current begins to decrease again. Under
our assumptions this will take place at the same
moment for both currents and the points at which
this takes place, namely C and C', lie vertically
above each other. The decrease is at the same rate
as the increase and thus equal for both spots
(the current curves are equilateral trapezia). The

Fig. 4. Influence of the height of the light spot on the form of
the photocurrent impulses excited by the light spot. Owing
to the fact that the spot has a finite height, some time elapses
before the whole spot is over the track. During that; time
the current increases·continually. The impulse.ABCD is, due
to a low spot, the impulse AB'C'D' to a higher one, the top-
side of both spots having reached the edge of the track at: the
same moment. In the second. case the average current of the
photosignal is larger. Liri:J.itationof the signal to the level EF'
is therefore sufficient to' eliminate all disturbances in the

. second case but not in the first case.

currents thus decrease according to two parallel
straight lines, CDjjC'D'. Therefore they do not
'end at the same moment. The difference DD',
however, is entirely determined by the difference
in intensity CC' (and the velocity of the spots,
which is however, .the same for both), and this
Ui turn depend!') exclusively. on the difference
in height of the spots. If we pass the two signals
through the same limiter then from our reasoning
it follows that the signals finally' obtained differ
only in length, but that, this difference, is the sanie
for all blocks and therefore has no effect on the s~und
to lie 'ultimately reproduced. It only alters the DC
component of the photocurrent signal, just. as a
, change in the width- of the zèro track would do,
and this is suppressed hy a filter. If the: height of

<,
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the spot is greater than th~' width of the tráck, the .
situation is somewhat different, but a closer investi-

. gation shows that in this case too the length of
the blocks of the limited signal, except for a con-
stant, is proportional to the width of the track at
the place where the light spo~ passed. .

From -the foregoing it will' be clear that it is
possible to choose such a height of the spot that
practically speaking the transmitted light cannot
he cut off by contaminations to such a degree. that
'~fter 'limitati~ri. such disturbances still have any
effect. This is in fact: demonstrated in fig. 4. The
absolute changes in intensity of the transmitted
light beams resulting from eontaminations are the
same for both spots. Therefore the noise assumed
to he present in this case is without influence on
the limited signal 'yith the higher spot, but with
the lower spot it does leave a disturbanoe-In the
Iimited signal: .

to vibrate with respect to a diaphram. .In both
cases we may consider the vibration as being
brought about with a moving light source and a
stationary optical system, but also with a stationary
light source and 3 moving optical system. Finally
the vibrations may he construed I:\sbeing brought
about by; electrical means as well as by mechanical
means. We shall here confine ourselves to the de-
scription of a method worked out by us in which the
scanning is accomplished with a moving light spot
obtained from a mechanically moved optical system.

In fil!,. 5 a diagram is given of the arrangement
employed. The light from a linear source is projected
by a lens several mm from the edge of a disc which
can he rapidly rotated. In this disc radial slits
have been sawed beginning at the edge ..When the
disc is rotating rapidly, therefore, each slit allows
a fraction of the light from the image to p~ES
through .. The image of the illuminated opening. is

46397

Fig. 5. Diagram of the set-up for high-frequency scanning. G source of light' with linear
~_. fi,ll!~!lent.L.le~sçs. ~ rotating discwith, slits. F film with 'modulàted sound. track. V light
, spot. C photocell. '. ' . .

The second' possibility of disturbances occurs
when a contamination lies exactly tangent 'to or

. across the edge of the track. This alters the form
of :the limitation. The disturbance, caused by such
an; imperfection in the edge of the track is not
ellininated by the method di~cUEsed' here. The
ch~nce of such a disturbance occurring, however, is
'slight compared with that caus~d' by a speck
els~where on the track. The modulated track is at
least 1 mm wide, so that t1ie cha~ce of. contamin-
ations, even of the size of 100 (1., coming to lie at

I
the edge is only 20%; most çontaminations, how-
ever, are much smaller ànd there is therefore
still less chance oftheir lying at the edge of the track.

,
Olie possible construction of the apparatus

The above-described high-frequency scanning can
be ~realized in different ways: In the first place the
sorind track can he scanned by a moving light spot.
as has been assumed in the foregoing. In principle
the same results can be attained by projecting the
image .of the sound track and- causing this image

focuseed on the sound film by means of a second
lens. The .light passed through the sound track
falls. on a, photocell and gives rise to the photo-
currents' already mentioned, .
, The practica] realization of such a set-up involves
a number of technicàf ;~fficl,1lties 'which we shall
now discuss.

The choice of li{!,ht ~oufce

'We .have already remarked that the width of
theJight spot on the film may not amount to more
than 20 IJ-. Furthermore it must be' very sharp
(the transition from light to dink must take place
within a distance ,of not more than a few IJ-) and not
only whexi the projection' ie along the axis of the
system, but also when the image is about 1 mm
above or helow it. Finally the light must be 'of
sufficient intensitr to excite a reasonably amplifiable
photocurrent. These conditions make certain de-
mands on-the opticalsystem and the s01.~rceoflight.

Linear ..light sources whose incandescent body
is narrower than 80 IJ- are difficult to produce.'
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This implies that the optical system must he a
reducing one. The same conclusion is reached from
the requirement of sharpness of projection. A five-
fold reduction suffices for both requirements. This
reduction is mainly effect ed by the second lens.
The first lens gives practically an image of 1 : 1.
The requirements for sharpness of the image make
it necessary to work with small opening angles.

Finally from the minimum required light intens-
ity of t~e beam that falls upon the photocell and
from the dimensions of the optical system it is to
be deduced that the brightness of the light source
employed must be at least one thousand candle
power per cmê. In order to satisfy' these require-
ments a special lamp was constructed.

Construction of the rotating disc

The greatest difficulty lay in the construction
of the disc. As already mentioned, the required
frequency of the light spots is 40 000. The width
of the track for Philips-Miller film can be set at a
maximum of 1.6 mm, hence a velocity of the light
spots of 6400 cm/sec. Since, as mentioned above,
the second lens reduces by a factor 5, this leads
to a peripheral velocity of the disc of 32 000 cm/sec.
Now the peripheral velocity determines the stresses
occurring in the disc. Similar discs of different
diameters but with .equal peripheral velocities
exhibit exactly the same stresses at corresponding
points. At a velocity of 32 000 cm/sec. these stresses
are enormous and approach the yield point, It is
clear that this sets an upper limit for the velocity.
In fact if this limit is reached the disc flies to pieces.
Since for different materials under otherwise

similar conditions the stresses are proportional to
the specific weights, a material had to he found
with the most favourable 'ratio of yield point to
specific weight. Moreover, having regard to the
motive power for the disc, the material had to be
electrically conductive, so that practically only
duraluminium and electron could be considered.
Furthermore, since the highest stresses occur where
the hole is drilled for the spindle, the disc was
given a very slightly co~ical profile.
It can then be calculated that both for dualumin-

ium and for electron the: maximum stresses' occurring,
even at a :velocity of 40000 cm/sec, still remain
below half the yield point value. This was in fact
confirmed experimentally by investigating at what
peripheral velocity a test disc flew to pieces. This
was found to he at 60 000 cm/sec (the stresses are
proportional to the square of the velocity). From
fig, 6, which is a photograph 'Of the fragments of

the disc, it is apparent that the break began at
the spindle, as was to be expected.

Furthermore, as it was desirable not to make
the apparatus too cumbersome, the disc could not
be made too large. Its radius was therefore fixed
at 5 cm. This means that a speed of rotation of
32 OOO/lOn = 1000 rev. per sec. is required. Since
the slits have to be about 5 X 1.6 = 8 mm apart,
10n/0.8 = approx. 40 slits can he made on such
a disc. They are 0.6 mm wide and 3.5 mm long
(frem this it follows that the length of the light
spots on the film is 120 [1.). The cutting of the slits
requires much care.

In the first place they have to he spaced at
exactly equal distances and must be exactly alike,
as otherwise the frequency of revolution of the disc
appears in the frequency spectrum, and since this
lies in the audible region there will be a whistling
tone in the sound reproduced.> The scanning
frequency, which is 40 times as high, lies, as we
know, outside this region.

In the second place very careful finishing is
essential because otherwise at the high speeds of
rotation the disc might crack at the slits. For that
reason before the slits are cut small holes are drilled
at the spots where the slits' end.

Bearings and motive power of the disc.

With the above mentioned very high number of

Fig. 6. Fragments of a rotating disc which Hew to pieces at a
peripheral velocity of about 60 000 cm/sec. The photo shows
that the fracture began where the spindle passed through.
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revolutions of 1000 per sec special demands are
of course made of the bearings...Even a slight
excentricity of the centre of gravity of the disc
with respect to' the centre pf the bearings gives
rise to enormous centrifugal forces as the speed
increases:resulting in high pressures on the hearings,
vibration of the motor, high friction and heavy
wear. In order to avoid this the principle of the.
.de Lav al shaft was employed, with a thin flexible
. spindle instead of the usual rigid shaft: Due to
the centrifugal force .the spindle will sag a1ready
at a low number of revolutions, and this sag
becomes greater as the speed of rotation increases.
When a certain speed is reached, the so-called
critical speed, the sag twill theoretically even be
infinite. Above that speed the sag decreases rapidly
and at the limit for infinitely high speed the disc
will rotate about its centre of gravity. When this
state is reached the sag of the spindle ~nd conse-
quently the pressure on the bearings is very small.
The bearing pressure is then mainly' determined
'by the disc's own,weight. .

A difficulty in working with a de Laval spin~e
lies in the' passing of the region of the critical
frequency when starting up. It is possible to do
so Without breaking thé sphidle if that region is
passed so quickly as to Ieave no time for the disc
to assume large deflections. In our case, however,
the driving couple was not large enough for this
and we therefore decided to suppress the danger-
ously large deviations by applying a' suitable
damping arrangement to the spindle.' For that
purpose the spindle is passed through eyelets at
a short distance from the disc on either side. These
eyelets are connected byl,r<!ds to ,small' pistons
moving up and down with' à little play in small
cylinders containing oil. By 'this means theIatera]
moven::tentsof the disc are damped, and by choosing
suitable dimensions for this device the vibrations
in .the critical region can' be kept suffficiently low.
Once ,the critical region 'is passed, the disc runs
very quietly and speeds of 1000 and 2000 revslsec
are easily attainahle, ..
As a1readyremarked in passing, the disc is driven

electrically.-It is placed in the field of two mutually.
perpendicular magnetic circuits activated by alter-
nating currents with' a .frequency of 1500 elsee
and shifted 90° in phase with respect to each
other. Each circuit consists of two pole shoes,
between'which- air 'gaps of about 1/2 cm have been
cut. The disc is placedin these air gaps. The com-
bination of the two alternating magnetic fields
produces a rotating fieldwhichturns the disc- made
of ~conductingmaterial especiallyfor this purpose-

..

and is able to give' it sufficient'velocity. In order
to minimize friction the disc with the complete
driving mechanism is placedin an air-tight housing,
so that it can function in a vacuum..

. The limitation.of the signal. and its conversion into sound

The current impulses from the photocell, which
are of the order of 10-7 A, are first very. strongly
amplified. For this purpose a wide-band amplifier
is used which gives .amplification constant within
6 db in a region from 30 to 500 000 c/sec..·Thëse
voltage impulses are modulated, in the fust place by
fluctuations resulting from contaminations on the
sound film, but in addition a no~seconnected with
the powerful amplification is superposed on the
whole signal. .
As has already' been mentioned in, discussing

the principle of the method, these disturbances
are eliminated by limiting the signal. For this pur-
pose a pentode 'with high anode resistance is used.
As is known, by introducing a sufficiently high
resistance in the anode circuit of such a valve the
Ia-'- Vg characteristic can pe made' to assume the
shape of the curve k in fig. 73). If, then, we apply

ia

t

'1 45,·

+

i ft. t
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I
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Fig. 7. Diagram of .the double limitation of the' photocurrent
signal by means of a pentode. S. incoming ·signal showing
disturbances caused by contaminations on the film and
disturbances due to the powerful amplification. Su outgoing
signal. k Ia- Vg characteristic of the pentode. Starting from an
arbitrary point Plof Su the corresponding point Pa of Su
can be constructed with the aid of the auxiliary points Q
and R. Since the time units on the tI and t2 axes are similar,
OR cuts the angle between the t axes through the centre.

3) Cf. also Phil~ps techno Rev. 5, 61, 19.40. .
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to the valve ,a negative grid voltage so high that.
la = 0 even for the most powerful disturbances
occurring, in the absence of' a signal, and make
provision for the signal, on the other hand, to b~ so
powerfulas always to generate,the maximum.anode
current, likewisefor the most powerfuldisturbances,
then the object has been,attained (see fig. 7).
. Fin~îly the signal prepared in this manner needs
only to be sent through a filter that allows the fle-
quencics of the audible region to pass through a~d
eliminates all the others. It may then be fed to the
loudspeaker oia a power pentode.

",

.,

. .

Conclusion
By means of. the method of counteracting noise

described here it is possible to obtain a perceptible
improvement in quality of the sound reproduced.
At the present stage of development the improve-
.ment in the case of new films,'which are therefore
practically free of contamination, is of no signi-
ficance. In the case of films which have been used,
several times, however, the improvement is con-
siderable. The method described thus makes it
possible to use a film much longer than was previ-
ously possible,with retention of the original quality.

.....
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